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   Unit 

  

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS 



4.0 Objective 

After going through this unit you will understand: 
 

 Concept of Structure in C++ 

 Enumerated Data types Usage 

 Functions declaration, initialization and accessing 

 Arguments passing in functions 

 Inline Functions 

 What are default arguments and reference arguments 

 Variable and Storage classes of C++ 

 How a value is returned to a function 

4.1 Introduction  

In C++, an enumerated data type is a user defined data type that consists of integral constants. A function 
is a collection of statements that performs a specific task. Library functions are the built-in functions. 
Programmers do not need to write these functions. They just invoke these functions as and when needed. If 
a function does not have any arguments, it can be called by its name directly. If a function has arguments, 
then it can be called by value or by reference. The return statement stops the execution right away and the 
control of the program is transferred to the calling function. Having multiple definitions for the same 
function name in the same class is known as function overloading. Variables play a major role in 
constructing a program, storing values in memory and dealing with them. Variables are required in various 
functions of every program. 

The rest of the unit is organized as follows.  Section 4.2 explains concept of structure in C++. Section 4.3 
discusses about enumerated data types. Section 4.4 gives detail about function declaration, initialization and 
accessing. Sections 4.5 details the argument passing methods in C++ i.e. call by value and call by address and 
4.6 describes call by reference in detail. Section 4.7 describes the function overloading. Section 4.8 explains 
inline functions of C++. Section 4.9 gives a brief theory on default arguments of a function. Section 4.10 
contains concept of variable, rules for defining a variable and storage classes. Section 4.11 talks about 
argument returning from a function as a reference. Section 4.12 is the summary of the unit. Some questions 
related to unit are there in section 4.13.  Section 4.14 shows some suggested readings. 

4.2 Structure  

In C++, we use Structures to bring together different data elements under the same name. These data 
elements (members) can be of different types and can have different lengths.  

Syntax: 
 



          struct structure-name  

{ 

  type member_1; 

  type member_2; 

 }  

          object-names 

Example: 

   struct Employee  
 {                          
             char name[30];                           
             int age;                                
             float salary;                            
        }  

      Mohan;                                   

The above struct has 3 data fields: (i) an array of char, (ii) an int, and (iii) a float. 
 

       Table 4.1: Class vs Structure 

 



Let us see the program below to understand the concept of structure better: 

Program: Assigning data to members of a structure variable and displaying it 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
struct Employee 
{ 

      char name[30]; 
      int age; 
      float salary; 

}; 
 

int main() 
{ 

      Employee e1;      

      cout << "Enter Full name: "; 
      cin.get(e1.name, 30); 
      cout << "Enter age: "; 
      cin >> e1.age; 
      cout << "Enter salary: "; 
      cin >> e1.salary; 
 
      cout << "\nDisplaying Information." << endl; 
      cout << "Name: " << e1.name << endl; 
      cout <<"Age: " << e1.age << endl; 
      cout << "Salary: " << e1.salary; 
 

      return 0; 
} 

 

Output: 

 
. 

4.3 Enumerated Data Types  



An enumerated data type is a user defined data type that consists of integral constants. The keyword enum 
is used to define an enumeration.  

Syntax: 

enum enumeration-name { list of names } var-list;  

Here, enumeration-name specifies the type name of the enumeration. We use commas to separate the list 
of names. The following code defines color, which is an enumeration of colors. It also defines a variable d 
of type color. The next statement assigns the value “black” to d.  

enum color { yellow, red, black } d; 

d = black; 

The default value of the first name is 0, the default value of the second name is 1, and the default value of 
the third name is 2 and so on. We can however, give a specific value to a name as shown in the code below.   

enum color { yellow, red = 5, black }; 

In the above enumeration, red is given a value of 5. Here, the value of black will be 6 automatically as the 
value of each name will be one more than the previous value.  

Program: Enumeration Type 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
enum month  
{  

Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, June, July, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec  
}; 
int main() 
{ 

      month current; 
      current = Feb; 
      cout << "Month " << current+1; 
      return 0; 

} 
 

Output: 

Month 2 

Program: Changing Default Value of Enums 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
enum seasons  



{  
   summer = 6, spring = 4, winter = 3, autumn = 8 

}; 
 

int main()  
{ 

 
      seasons se; 
      se = winter; 
      cout << "Winter = " << se << endl; 
      return 0; 

} 
 
Output: 
 

Winter = 3 
 

An enum variable can take only one value out of the numerous possible values. See the following program 
to understand this concept.  

Program: Enum variables 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
enum deck  
{ 

      diamonds = 5, 
  club = 8, 
      spades = 4, 
      hearts = 10      

}  
card; 
int main()  
{ 

      card = hearts; 
      cout << "Size of enum variable " << sizeof(card) << " bytes.";    
      return 0; 

} 
 

Output: 

Size of enum variable 4 bytes. 

4.4 Simple Functions 



A function is a collection of statements that performs a specific task. There are two types of functions based 
on the fact that the function is created by the programmer or it is predefined.  
 

1. Library Function 

2. User-defined Function 

 

Library Function 

In C++, Library functions are the built-in functions. Programmers do not need to write these functions. 
They just invoke these functions as and when needed.  

Program: working of Library Function 
 

#include <iostream> 
#include <cmath> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 

      double num, sq_rt; 
      cout << "Enter a number: "; 
      cin >> num; 
 

      // sqrt() is a library function that is used to calculate the square root of a number 
      sq_rt = sqrt(num); 
      cout << "Square root of " << num << " = " << sq_rt; 
      return 0; 

} 

Output: 

 

Enter a number: 26 

Square root of 26 = 5.09902 

In the above program, we have invoked the library function sqrt() to find the square root of the number that 
is provided as input to the program. The header file cmath is included in the program because it contains 
the definition of the function sqrt(). Similarly, the header file cmath contains the definition of many other 
functions.  

User-defined Function 

In C++, the user is allowed to define his own function. Following are the uses of functions in a program.  

- We can break down the program into small parts. 



- We can write and debug the program one small part at a time. 
- It becomes possible for numerous programmers to work on the same program at the same time. 

There are two types of functions in C++: One that does not return any value (data type used is void) and 
one that returns a value. Following is the syntax for function definition.  

Syntax: 

Type-name ( parameter_1, parameter_2, ...) { statements } 

Here type denotes the type of the value that is returned by the function; name denotes the identifier that is 
used to invoke the function. Any number of parameters can be passed as argument to the function from the 
location where it is called from. Here, statements within the opening and closing curly braces, denotes the 
block of code that is executed when the function is invoked.  
 

 

Figure 4.1: User-defined function in C++ 

Try to understand the above figure. The first function that is invoked in a C++ program is the main() 
function. When the statement function_name(); is encountered, then the control of the program is 
transferred to the statement void function_name(). This results in all the statements within the void 
function_name() to be executed. Finally, the control is transferred back to the statement immediately 
following the statement function_name(); in the main function.   

Program: Add two integers 
 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int addition(int, int); 
int main() 
{ 

      int number_1, number_2, total; 
      cout<<"Enters two numbers to add: "; 



      cin >> number_1 >> number_2; 
      total = addition(number_1, number_2); 
      cout << "Total = " << total; 
      return 0; 

} 
int addition(int m, int n) 
{ 

      int addition; 
      addition = m + n; 
 
      return addition; 

} 

Output: 

 

Function prototype (declaration) 

The compiler will show an error if we define the user-defined function after the main() function. This is so 
because the compiler does not know the user-defined function, the argument types that are passed to the 
function and the return type. The function prototype is a declaration of the function (without the body of 
the function) to inform the compiler about the user-defined function. In the above program the function 
prototype is: 

int addition(int, int); 

 

In the above statement, you can see only the return type of the argument, but there are no arguments. A 
function prototype can also be declared as follows where the arguments are also specified along with the 
return type of the arguments.  

int addition(int m, int n); 

It should be noted that if the user-defined function comes before the main() function, then there is no need 
to define the function prototype.  

Function Call 

We need to invoke the user-defined function, if the code block within the function is to be executed. In the 
above program, the statement addition(number_1, number_2);,  which is inside the main() function, is used 
to invoke the user-defined function. The function returns an integer which is stored in the variable addition. 

Function Definition 



In the above program the code for function definition is as follows. 
 

int addition(int m,int n) 
{ 

      int addition; 
      addition = m + n; 
      return addition; 

} 

As soon as the function is invoked, the control of the program is transferred to the first statement within the 
body of the function. All the other statements in the function body are then executed sequentially. When 
it’s done, the control is transferred back to the calling program.  

4.5 Passing arguments to and returning values from Functions 

If a function does not have any arguments, it can be called by its name directly. However, if the function 
has arguments, then it can be called in two ways. 

1. Call by Value 
2. Call by Address 

Call by Value 

In Call by Value, the actual value of an argument is copied into the formal parameter of the function. 
Therefore, any changes made to the parameter within the function has absolutely no effect on the argument. 
In C++, call by value is used by default to pass arguments.  

Program: example 1 of call by value 
 

#include<iostream> 
void eval(int m); 
int main() 
{ 

   int m = 25; 
   eval(m); 
   printf("%d", m); 

} 
 

void eval(int m) 
{ 

   m = m + 10 ; 
} 

Output: 25 



Here a copy of m is passed as argument to the formal parameter of the function. This copy is changed and 
there is no effect on the actual variable m. When the function ends i.e., when it goes out of scope, the copied 
value is destroyed.  

The above program can be changed so that the original variable m is modified. This is done by making the 
function eval() return a value and storing that value in m. 

Program: example 2 of call by value 
 

#include<iostream> 
int eval(int m); 
int main() 
{  

   int m = 25; 
   m = eval(m); 
   printf("%d", m); 

} 
 

int eval(int m) 
{ 

   m = m + 10 ; 
   return m; 

} 

Output: 35 
 
Call by Address 
 
In Call by Address, the address of the variable is passed as argument. Here, the formal parameter can be 
considered as a pointer or a reference. However, in both the cases, the value of the original variable is 
changed.  
 
Program: call by address 
 

#include<iostream> 
void eval(int *m); 
int main() 
{ 

   int k = 5; 
   eval(&k);     // address of k is passed as argument 
   printf("%d", k); 

} 
 

void eval(int *m) 
{ 

   *m = *m + 15; 
} 



Output: 20 

Return statement 

The return statement stops the execution right away and the control of the program is transferred to the 
calling function.  

There is no return statement in a void function. The control is transferred to the calling function 
automatically when the end of the function is reached. Nonetheless, one or more return statements can be 
optionally included in a void function.  

 

void print(char ch, int num)  
{ 

      for (int k=0; k<num; k++)  
{ 

          cout << ch; 
      } 
      return;  // this is optional as it is a void function 

} 

If the function is not a void function, i.e., the function returns a value, then there should be a return statement 
within the function definition. It is possible to specify more than one return statement in a function. 
However, this may lead to increase in complexity of the function. Therefore, it is better to include a single 
return statement at the end of the function definition.  

Following is an example of a function that returns a value, and therefore has more than one return statement 
within its body.  

 

int maximum(int x, int y)  
{ 

      if (x > y)  
{ 

           return x; 
      }  

else  
{ 

           return y; 
      } 

} 

In the following code, the same function as defined above, uses only one return statement. This is so because 
the result is saved in a local variable.  
 

int maximum(int x, int y)  
{ 

      int max_value; 



      if (x > y)  
{ 

           max_value = x; 
      }  

else  
{ 

           max_value = y; 
      } 
      return max_value; 

} 

4.6 Reference Arguments 

C passes arguments by value and address. In C++ it is possible to pass arguments by value, address, and 
reference. C++ reference types, declared with ‘&’ operator, are nearly identical but not exactly the same as 
pointer types. They declare aliases for objects variables and allow the programmer to pass arguments by 
reference to functions. The reference decelerator (&) can be used to declare references outside functions. 

int k = 0; 
int &kk = k; // kk is an alias for k 
kk = 2; 

 
This creates the lvalue kk as an alias (assumed name) for k, provided that the initializer is the same type as 
the reference. Any operations on kk have exactly the same result as operations on k. 

Example: 

kk = 5; // assign 5 to kk and 
&kk // returns address of kk 

The reference decelerator can also be used to declare reference type parameters within a function: 

void funcA (int i); 
void funcB (int &kk); 
int s= 4; 
funcA(s); //s passed by value 
funcB(s); // s passed by reference 

The s argument passed by reference can be modified directly by funcB; whereas the function funcA receives 
a duplicate copy (not actual) of the s argument (passed by value). Due to this reason, variable s itself cannot 
be modified by funcA. When an actual variable s is not appearing in the above example, argument s is 
passed by value, and the matching formal argument in the function obtains a copy of s. Any alterations to 
this copy inside the scope of the function body are not thrown back in the value of s itself. 

 



Absolutely, the function can return a value that could be used later to change s, but the function cannot 
directly alter a parameter passed by value. The conventional C method for changing s operates on the 
address of actual argument (&s), the address of s, rather than s itself. Although &s is passed by value, the 
function can access s through the copy of &s it receives. Even though the function does not need to alter s, 
it is still useful (though subject to possibly risky secondary results) to pass &s, especially if s is a large data 
structure. Passing s directly by value contains the useless copying of the data structure. 

Program: passing arguments to function 
 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 

  void funA (int s); 
  void funB (int &); 
  void funC (int *); 
  int s=4; // initial value 
  funA (s); //s passed by value 
  cout<<"\nValue of s= "<<s <<"\nAddress of s: "<<&s; 
  funB (s); //s passed by reference 
  cout<<"\nValue of s= "<<s <<"\nAddress of s: "<<&s; 
  funC (&s); //s passed by reference (C style) 
  cout<<"\nValue of s= "<<s <<"\nAddress of s: "<<&s; 
  return 0; 

} 
void funA (int i) 
{ 

  i++; 
} 
void funB (int &k) 
{ 

  k++; 
} 
void funC (int *j) 
{ 

  ++*j; 
} 

 

Output: 



 

In the above example, funA(), funB(), and funC() functions are declared. The integer variable s is declared 
and initialized to 4. The funA() is invoked and value of s is passed by value. In function funA() the value 
of s is incremented. After execution of funA() the value of s printed in main() is the same as the previous 
one. Thus, passing variable by value cannot change the contents of the variable. 

The value of s is once again passed to funB(). The function funB() receives the value of s by reference. The 
value of s is received by the variable k by reference, that is variable k is an alias for variable s and both 
have the same memory location. The variable k is incremented. Thus, any change made in reference variable 
affects the actual variable. Thus, after execution of funB() the printed value of s is 5. 

The third function funC() uses conventional C style. Here, address of the variable s is passed to funC(). The 
formal argument *j is pointer to the actual argument. Thus, any change made through pointer j also reflects 
on the actual variable. Thus, we can change the value of variable using call by reference. 

4.7 Overloaded Functions 

Having multiple definitions for the same function name in the same class is known as function overloading. 
The definition of the function must differ from each other by having different types of arguments or by 
changing the number of arguments in the argument list. 

Program: example 1 of function overloading 
 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class Display  
{ 

     public: 
        void print(int i)  

{ 
            cout << "Printing the int value: " << i << endl; 
        } 
       

         void print(int i,int j) //differs from func1 by number of arguments 
{ 

            cout << "Printing the two int values: " << i <<"\t"<<j <<endl; 
        } 
 

        void print(double  f)//differs from function1 by number of arguments 
{ 

            cout << "Printing the  float value: " << f << endl; 



        } 
 

        void print(char* c)  
{ 

            cout << "Printing the character values: " << c << endl; 
        } 

}; 
 

int main(void)  
{ 

     Display obj; 
   // print() function is invoked to print the integer 
     obj.print(100); 
      // print() function is invoked to print the two integers 
     obj.print(100,100); 

// print() function is invoked to print the float value 
     obj.print(100.63); 
     // print() function is invoked to print the string 
     obj.print("function overloading"); 
  

     return 0; 
} 

 
 

Output: 
  
 Printing the int value: 100 
 Printing the two int values: 100 100 
 Printing the float value: 100.63 
 Printing the character values: function overloading 

Here the function print has been overloaded. There are four print functions with the difference in the type 
and number of arguments. 

Program: example 2 of function overloading 
 

#include<iostream> 
#define pi 3.14 
using namespace std; 
class calculate 
{ 

        public: 
          void area_c(int);  //for circle 
          void area_r(int,int);  //for rectangle 
          void area_t(float ,int, int);  //for triangle 

}; 
  void calculate::area_c(int m) 

{ 



        cout<<"Area of Circle:"<<pi*m*m; 
} 
void calculate::area_r(int m,int n) 
{ 

        cout<<"Area of rectangle:"<<m*n; 
} 
void calculate::area_t(float p,int m,int n) 
{  

        cout<<"Area of triangle:"<<p*m*n; 
} 

  int main() 
{ 

       int s; 
       int c,d,e; 
       calculate obj; 
       cout<<"\n\t\tFunction Overloading"; 
       cout<<"\n1.Area of Circle\n2.Area of Rectangle\n3.Area of Triangle\n4.Exit\n:"; 
       cout<<"Enter your Choice:"; 
       cin>>s; 
        switch(s) 
       { 
                       case 1: 
                  cout<<"Enter Radius of the Circle:"; 
                  cin>>e; 
                  obj.area_c(e); 
                  break; 
                       case 2: 
                  cout<<"Enter Sides of the Rectangle:"; 
                  cin>>c>>d; 
                  obj.area_r(c,d); 
                  break; 
                      case 3: 
                  cout<<"Enter Sides of the Triangle:"; 
                  cin>>c>>d; 
                  obj.area_t(0.5,c,d); 
                  break; 
                     case 4: 
                  exit(0); 
       } 

} 

Output 1: 

 



 

Output 2:  

 

Output 3: 

 
 

4.8 Inline Functions 

A member function can also be defined by replacing the function declaration inside the class by the actual 
function definition. The following code explains the method.  
 
 class product 
 { 
  int count; 
  float price; 
     public: 
  void getdata(int x, float y); // a function declaration 
 
   // following is an inline function  
 
  void putdata(void)  // a function definition within class 
  { 
   cout << count << “\n”; 
   cout << price << “\n”; 
  } 
 }; 
 



A function that is defined within a class is treated like an inline function. All the limitations and restrictions 
that are applicable to an inline function can be applied to this function also. Generally, programmers define 
small functions inside a class.  
 
Program: Inline function 
 

 #include<iostream> 
 using namespace std; 
 class product 
 { 
  int count; // by default private 
  float price; // by default private 
      public: 
  void getdata(int x, float y); // prototype declaration defined later 
 
  // Function defined within the class 
 
  void putdata(void) 
  { 
   cout << “Count: ” << count << “\n”; 
   cout << “Price: ” << price << “\n”; 
  } 
 }; 
 
 //…………………..Member Function Definition…………………. 
 
 void product :: getdata(int x, float y) // membership label is used 
 { 
  count = x; // private variables are directly used 
  price = y;   
 } 
 //……………………..Main Program……………………….. 
 int main() 
 { 
  product m; // object m is created 
  cout << “\nobject m” << “\n”; 
  m.getdata(100, 299.95); // call member function 
  m.putdata();   // call member function 
  product n;    // another object is created 
  cout << “\nobject n” << “\n”; 
  n.getdata(200, 175.50); 
  n.putdata(); 
  return 0; 
 } 
 



Output: 
 

 object m 
 number: 100 
 cost: 299.95 
  
 object n 
 number: 200 
 cost: 175.5 
 
This program contains a class product. The class comprises of two public functions and two private 
variables. The member function getdata()  that is defined outside the class provides values to these variables. 
The statement, 
 
 count = x; 
 
in the definition of the function getdata(). It exhibits that a member function of a class can directly access 
its private data members.  

The member function putdata() that is defined inside the class is treated as an inline function. The function 
is used to display the values of the private variables count and price. 

4.9 Default Arguments 

If we pass arguments to invoke a function, then the function uses those arguments. But if no arguments are 
passed while invoking the function, then the default values are used.  

Program: default arguments 

 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std;  
int add(int m, int n, int p=0, int q=0) 
{ 

      return (m + n + p + q); 
} 

  

int main() 
{ 

      cout << add(20, 5) << endl; 
      cout << add(15, 10, 10) << endl; 
      cout << add(5, 25, 30, 15) << endl; 
      return 0; 

} 

Output: 
25 



35 
75 

 
If default value is used for an argument, then all the arguments that follow should also have default values. 
Otherwise the compiler will show an error. For e.g. the following code is invalid. 

int add(int m, int n, int p=0, int q) 

This is so because p has default value, but the argument q that follows does not have default value.   

 

 

4.10 Variable and Storage Classes 

Variables play a major role in constructing a program, storing values in memory and dealing with them. 
Variables are required in various functions of every program. For example, when we check for conditions 
to execute a block of statements, variables are required. Again for iterating or repeating a block of the 
statement(s) several times, a counter variable is set along with a condition, or simply if we store the age of 
an employee, we need an integer type variable. So in every respect, the variable is used. In this tutorial, you 
will learn about how variables are declared in C++, how to assign values to them, and how to use them 
within a C++ program. 

What are Variables? 

Variables are used in C++ where you will need to store any type of values within a program and whose 
value can be changed during the program execution. These variables can be declared in various ways each 
having different memory requirements and storing capability. Variables are the name of memory locations 
that are allocated by compilers and the allocation is done based on the data type used for declaring the 
variable. 

Variable Definition in C++ 

A variable definition means that the programmer writes some instructions to tell the compiler to create the 
storage in a memory location. The syntax for defining variables is: 

Syntax: 
data_type variable_name; 
data_type variable_name, variable_name, variable_name; 

Here data_type means the valid C++ data type which includes int, float, double, char, wchar_t, bool and 
variable list is the lists of variable names to be declared which is separated by commas. 

Example: 
int width, height, age; // variable definition 



char letter; 
float area; 
double d; 

Variable Initialization in C++ 

Variables are declared in the above example but none of them has been assigned any value. Variables can 
be initialized and the initial value can be assigned along with their declaration. 

Syntax: 
data_type variable_name = value; 

Example: 
int width, height=6, age=42; // variable definition and initialization 
char letter='B'; 
float area; 
double d; 

Example: 
width = 20; // actual initialization 
area = 35.5; 

Program: usage of variables in C++ 
 

#include <iostream>  
using namespace std; 

 

int main() 
{ 

      int x = 5; 
      int y = 2; 
      int Result; 
      Result = x * y; 
      cout << Result; 

} 
 
Output: 10 
 
Program: usage of global variables 
 

#include <iostream>  
using namespace std; 
// Global Variable declaration: 
int x, y; 
float f; 
int main() 
{ 



      // Local variable 
      int tot; 
      float f; 
      x = 10; 
      y = 20; 
      tot = x + y; 
      cout << tot; 
      cout << endl; 
      f = 70.0 / 3.0; 
      cout << f; 
      cout << endl; 

} 
 
Output: 30 
   23.3333 

Storage Classes 

The Storage Class of a variable defines the lifetime and the visibility of the variable. The time period for 
which a variable remains active is called its Lifetime. The visibility of a variable defines in which module 
of the program the variable can be accessed. In C++, there are 5 types of storage classes: 
 

1. Automatic 
2. External 
3. Static 
4. Register 
5. Mutable 

 
                  Table 4.2: Storage classes in C++ 
 

Storage Class Lifetime Initial Value Visibility Keyword 
Mutable Class Garbage Local mutable 
External Whole Program Zero Global extern 
Static Whole Program Zero Local static 
Automatic Function Block Garbage Local auto 
Register Function Block Garbage Local register 

 
1. Automatic Storage Class 

This class allots a variable to its default storage type. The keyword that is used to declare automatic 
variables is auto. If within a function, a variable is declared without any keyword, it is automatic by default. 
The variable can be accessed only within the function in which it is declared. Moreover, the lifetime of the 
variable is equal to the lifetime of the function. This means that the variable is destroyed after the function 
execution is over.   

Syntax: 



data_type var1 [= value]; 
or 

auto data_type var1 [= value]; 

Example: 
auto int m; 
float n = 7.53; 

2. External Storage Class 

This class allocates variable a reference to a global variable that is declared outside this program. The 
keyword that is used to declare external variables is extern. An external variable can be accessed from 
anywhere in the program. Also, this variable has a lifetime that is equal to the lifetime of the program in 
which it is declared.  
Syntax: 

extern data_type var1; 

Example: 
extern float var1; 

 
Program: usage of external storage 
 

File: f1.cpp 
int x=10;  // variable x is allotted value 
void mul(int y) 
{ 

      x=x*y; 
} 
File: f2.cpp 
#include<iostream> 
#include "f1.cpp"  // the content of f1.cpp is included 
using namespace std; 
extern int x;  // x is declared 
int main() 
{ 

      cout<<x<<endl; 
      mul(5); 
      cout<<x<<endl; 
      return 0; 

} 

A variable x is declared as external in f2.cpp. Here, x is a global variable that is allotted the value 10 in 
f1.cpp. This variable can be accessed in both the files. The function mul() multiplies x with 5 which is the 
parameter that is passed to the function while calling it. Then the multiplication operation is performed and 
the value of the global variable x changes to 50.  



 
Note: Run the program f2.cpp 
 
Output: 

10 
50 

3. Static Storage Class 

This class allows a variable to be visible only within the function in which it has been declared. However, 
the lifetime of the variable is equal to the lifetime of the program. This means that the variable is destroyed 
only after the execution of the program is over. When a function is invoked, the variable that is defined as 
static within the function retains its previous value and operates on it.  
 
Syntax: 

static data_type var1 [= value]; 

Example: 
static int m = 50; 
static float add; 

4. Register Storage Class 

This class allocates a variable, storage space in the CPU registers rather than the primary memory. The 
lifetime and visibility of such variables is same as that of the automatic variable. The main purpose of 
allocating storage in the CPU registers is to make the memory access faster. This in turn makes the program 
execution faster. If the registers are full, then these variables are allocated storage in the main memory and 
act like variables of automatic storage class.  

Syntax: 
register data_type var1 [= value]; 

Example: 
register int m; 
register char n; 

Program: usage of automatic, global, static and register variables 
 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int glo;    //initially global variable holds 0 
void test() 
{ 

      static int sta;    //initially static variable holds 0 
      register int reg;    //register variable 
      reg=10; 



      sta=sta+reg*3; 
      cout<<"Inside test_function"<<endl; 
      cout<<"g = "<<glo<<endl; 
      cout<<"s = "<<sta<<endl; 
      cout<<"r = "<<reg<<endl; 

} 
 

int main() 
{ 

      int aut;    //automatic variable 
      glo=15; 
      aut=20; 
      test(); 
      cout<<"Inside main"<<endl; 
      cout<<"a = "<<aut<<endl; 
      cout<<"g = "<<glo<<endl; 
      test(); 
      return 0; 

} 

Output: 

 

In the above program, glo is a global variable, sta is a static variable, reg is a register variable and aut is an 
automatic variable. Two functions have been defined: the main() function and the test() function. As glo is 
a global variable, so it can be used in both the functions. Then the variables sta and reg which have been 
declared inside the function test(), can only be used within that function. But as sta is a static variable, it is 
not destroyed until the execution of the program is over. When the function test() is called for the first time, 
reg is initialized to 10 and sta is allotted the value 30 which is calculated from the statement, 

  sta=sta+reg*3; 

After the function test() terminates, the variable reg is destroyed. However, sta retains the value 30. When 
the function is called a second time, reg is created and initialized to 10 again. The value of sta now becomes 
60 because sta initially held 30. The variable aut can be used inside the main() function only as it is declared 
inside the main() function. 



5. Mutable Storage Class 

In C++, the keyword const is used to keep a class object constant. Hence, during the execution of program, 
there is no modification in the data members of the class object. In some cases, we may wish to change 
some of the data members of this constant object. For e.g., during a bank transaction, we have to lock the 
money transaction so that no information can be changed. But still the state of the transaction needs to be 
changed from started to processing and from processing to completed. In such cases, we can use a mutable 
storage class to make these variables modifiable.  

Syntax: 
mutable data_type var1; 

 

Example: 
mutable int m; 
mutable char n; 

 
Program: usage of mutable variable 
 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 

 

class mut 
{ 

      mutable int m; 
      int n; 
             public: 
          mut(int p,int q) 
          { 
               m=p; 
               n=q; 
          } 
          void area_square() const 
          { 
               m=m*m; 
          } 
          void show() const 
          { 
               cout<<"a = "<<m<<endl; 
               cout<<"b = "<<n<<endl; 
          } 

}; 
 

int main() 
{ 



      const mut p(4,5); 
      cout<<"Initial value"<<endl; 
      p.show(); 
      p.area_square(); 
      cout<<"Final value"<<endl; 
      p.show(); 
      return 0; 

} 

In the above program a class mut is defined. This class consists of a mutable data member m. We create a 
constant object p of class mut. The values of data members are initialized using user-defined constructor. 
The value of n cannot be changed after initialization as it is a normal data member. But the value of m can 
be changed by invoking area_square() method. To display the value of the data members we have used the 
method show(). 

Output: 

 

4.11 Returning Value by Reference 

By using references rather than pointers, we can make C++ programs more simple to read and maintain. 
Just as it returns a pointer, a C++ function can also return a reference.  
 
When a function returns a reference, it returns an implicit pointer to its return value. Due to this, the function 
can be used on the left side of an assignment statement. Let us look at the following program. 
 
Program: Returning Value by Reference 
 

#include <iostream> 
#include <ctime> 
using namespace std; 
double values[] = {21.3, 30.6, 42.5, 58.7, 15.8}; 
double& set_values( int k )  
{ 

     return values[k];    
} 

  

int main ()  
{ 

  

     cout << "Value before change" << endl; 



     for ( int k = 0; k < 5; k++ )  
{ 

         cout << "vals[" << k << "] = "; 
         cout << values[k] << endl; 
     } 
  

     set_values(3) = 10.43;  
     set_values(4) = 25.7;   
  

     cout << "Value after change" << endl; 
     for ( int k = 0; k < 5; k++ )  

{ 
         cout << "vals[" << k << "] = "; 
         cout << values[k] << endl; 
     } 
     return 0; 

} 
 
Output:  

 
 

4.12 Summary 

This unit tries to cover the concept of structure, variables and function in C++. The definition of structure 
is group of different types of elements put together under one name. The enumerated data types are user 
defined data types. It uses the keyword enum. Then comes the concept of function. It deals with function 
definition, declaration and accessing. Arguments are passes to functions as call by value, call by address 
and call by reference. The data returning from a function can be by reference also. Functions in C++ can 
also be overloaded. Functions can have default arguments in it. The variable used in C++ have certain rules 
for its declaration which is discussed in this unit. Storage classes of C++ are used to identify the scope and 
lifetime of a variable. 

4.13 Questions 



1. Define structure. Declare a structure for a student having rollno, name, address and marks in five subjects. 
2. What is enumerate data types? Declare an enumeration as season having four values: spring, summer, 
autumn and winter with some default values. 
3. Write a program to calculate the area of square, circle and triangle using function overloading. 
4. Differentiate between call by value and call by reference. 
5. Write a program to show function overloading for swapping of two numbers using call by value and call 
by reference. 
6. Give rules to define a variable. 
7. Describe storage classes in C++. 
8. C++ program to make a calculator. Make functions as follows: 

 add() to add integers and display sum in main() function. 
subtract() to subtract integers and display difference in main() function. 
multiplication() to multiply integers and display product in main() function. 
division() to divide integers and display quotient and remainder in main() function. 

9. Explain inline function. 
10. Give difference between class and structure. 

4.14 Suggested Readings 

1. Object oriented Programming with ANSI and Turbo C++ (Pearson): Ashok N Kamthane 

2. Object Oriented Programming with C++, 3/e by E. Balagurusamy, McGraw Hill 

 


